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We show that an infinite set system (V, ~g), for which ~ is a subspace of the vector space of 
all finite subsets of V, has a perfect matching if and only if every finite subset of V is covered by 
a matching of (V, ~). 
Introduction 
An equivalent formulation of a result of Nash-Williams [2, Theorem 3] asserts 
that the set of edges of an infinite graph G has a partition into cycles if and only if 
each finite subset of edges is covered by a family of pairwise disjoint cycles. With 
the terminology of set systems, this means that the set system (V, ~), the 
vertices and the blocks of which are respectively the edges and the cycles of G, 
has a perfect matching if and only if every finite subset of V is covered by a 
matching of (V, ~f). 
The necessity of this condition clearly holds for any set system whose blocks are 
all finite. The case is different, however, with its sufficiency. We will show that 
the entire result holds true for every set system (V, ~) for which the set ~f, as in 
the preceding example, is a subspace of the vector space of all finite subsets of V. 
Some other equivalent statements will also be given. 
1. Conventions and notations 
(1.1) Each ordinal cr is defined as the set of ordinals less than or. If cr is a cardinal 
(i.e. an initial ordinal) we denote by d(0r) the cofinality of , ,  and by ~r + the 
successor of or. If A is a set we denote by ]AI the cardinality of A, and by P(A) 
the power set of A. Furthermore if cr is a cardinal we set 
B ~_~ A fo rB~_Aand[B l<t r ,  
P~(A)={B: B ~_~ A}, (A) = {B ~_A: [B[= or}. 
(1.2) The combinatorial terminology will be for the most part that of Graver and 
Watkins [1]. 
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A set system is an ordered pair (V, ~) with ~g _~ P(V). The elements of V (resp. 
of ~) are the vertices (resp. the blocks) of (V, ~g). Throughout this paper we shall 
be concerned only with set systems (V, ~g) for which V = U ~. On account of this 
condition, and for reason of convenience, we shall consider (V, ~g) and ~ as 
identical; and we shall use the complete notation only occasionally when the set 
of vertices of ~ does not seem to be obvious. 
With this convention subsystem of ~ and subset of ~ are synonymous. If S ~ V 
then the subsystem of ~g induced by S is 
l s = n P(S). 
If all the blocks of ~ are finite, then ~i, ,  will denote the subset of minimal blocks 
of ~ - O. A subset ~ of pairwise disjoint blocks of ~ is a matching of ~, and it is 
a perfect matching (or a 1-factor) if furthermore U d /= V. 
(1.3) Throughout this paper ~ will be a subspace of the vector space (P,o(V), +) 
over GF(2), where V = U ~ and where '+'  denotes the sum (i.e., symmetric 
difference) of sets. That means that all the blocks of ~ are finite, and that ~ is 
stable under +. ~ is clearly generated by ~mi, since, for every non empty E e ~, 
the subsystem (E, ~gmin I E) has a perfect matching. On the other hand if A ~_ V 
then ~ [A is a subspace of ~g. 
(1.4) ForA ~ V let fa • ~g--> GF(2) be such that, for all E e ~g, fa(E) = 0 iff IA n El 
is even. fa is a linear form on ~ since every element of ~ is finite. Now let 
~±= {A g V: WE e ~, fa(E) = 0}. 
~g" is a subspace of P(V) and the set {fa: A e ~} is included in the annihilator of 
~g. But in spite of the notation ~± is not the annihilator of ~ for any inner 
product on P(V). On the other hand the subspace of finite elements of ~g± is 
obviously the annihilator of ~ for the usual inner product on P,,,(V), and thus is 
equal to ~± when ~ is finite. 
Example 1.5. We will recall a very important example of such a pair of spaces 
and ~g±. Let G = (W, f, F), where f:F--> (w), be a multigraph. A ~_ F is a cycle of 
G if Ee~af(e) = O, and it is a cocycle if there is S c_ W such that 
A = g(S) = {e e F: f (e)  O S =/=0 and f (e)  O (W - S) =/=0}. 
It is well-known that if G is finite, and if ~ is the space of cycles of G, then ~g± is 
the space of cocycles of G. We will show that this holds true when G is infinite. 
Since every cocyeles is obviously an ele~; ~* of ~±, we have only to prove the 
converse. Without loss of generality we can .... : , ,e  that G is connected. Let A be 
an element of ~ l  and let ~ be the set of components of (W, f IF -A ,  F -A) .  
Since A e ~g± we have A = Uc~g(C) .  We define by induction the sequence 
(c¢,,)o.~,, of subsets of ~ in the following way. Let qgo = (C}, where C is any 
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element of qg. Assume (qg~)i,,, defined for some integer n I> 0. Then 
Observe that since ,4 ~ ~a_ we have g(C) n g(C') = tt for different C, C' s q~,,+l. 
Finally, for each n >t 0, let $,, = U ~,,. Then we have clearly 
2. Result 
We will now state the principal result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ~g be a subspace of Po,(V) with V = U ~g. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For all A ~,  V there is E e ~g such that A c E; 
(ii) For all A ~_o, V there is a matching d/l of ~gmi~ such that A ~ U d~; 
(iii) For all E e ~g and all x ~ E there is E' ~ ~g~an such that x ~ E' and 
E AE '  =t~; 
(iv) For all A ~ ~g~, IAI is even or infinite; 
(v) ~g has a perfect matching; 
(vi) ~g~n has a perfect matching. 
(2.2) In the finite case the equivalence (iv)¢~ (v) is a well-known result which 
underlies the classical Euler theorem for graphs. Whereas the equivalence 
(iv) ¢:> (vi) is Nash-William's Theorem 3 of [2] when ~ is the space of cycles of a 
multigraph. 
Most of the implications of Theorem 2.1 are almost trivial, or at least very easy 
to prove. We will begin by them. 
3. Proofs of the easy parts 
(3.1) (i)¢:>(ii), ( i i i )~( i ) ,  (v)Ce,(vi) and (v i )~( i i )  are evident. 
(3.2) (i) f f  (iii): Let E e ~ and x ~ E. By (i) there is E '  e ~ such that E U {x } ~_ 
E' .  Thus x e E + E '  and E n (E + E' )  = ~. Since E + E' is finite, there is an 
E" E ~rttin with x e E" c_ E + E'. 
(3.3) (i) ~ (iv): Let A be a finite element of ~ .  By (i) there is E e ~ such that 
A ~ E. Thus 
0 = fA(E) - - Ia  n El (mod 2) -= Ial (mod 2). 
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(3.4) (iv) ~ (i): Assume (iv), and let A c_,o V. We proceed by induction on IA[. 
This is clear if IA[~< 1. Suppose that every subset of V of cardinality less than 
some positive integer n is included in an element of ~, and let A be of cardinality 
n + 1. By the inductive hypothesis, for all x •A ,  there is Ex • ~ such that 
A - {x} ~_ Ex. The proof is finished if A _~ Ex for some x. Assume x ¢ E~ for all 
x • A. We have two cases. 
Case 1. IAI is even: Let A = {xl,. • . ,  x~}. For every pair of different elements 
x, y of A we have 
(E~ +EpnA = {x,y}. 
Hence A _ ~l~i~p (E~,,_~ + Ex,,). 
Case 2. IA[ is odd: Then by (iv) A ~ ~±, and thus there is E • ~ such that IA n E I 
is odd. If A ~ E, the set A-  E has an even cardinality, and by the same 
argument as in Case 1, there is E 'e  ~ such that A n E '= A-  E. Therefore 
A~_E + E'. [] 
4. Proof of (i) ~ (v) 
This is the non-obvious part. The proof we give is similar in many respects to 
the one of Nash-Williams [2, Theorem 3], although there are also important 
differences. We will need several definitions and lemmas. First we shall denote by 
~: the class of all set systems which satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
(4.1) For A _ V we denote 
and 
D~(A) = {~ ~_ ~: V(B, B') e ~2, B :/: B' =~ B A B' = A} 
d~(a) - sup{ l~ l "  ~ • D~(A) . 
Observe that if d~(A) is infinite, then d~;(A ) is the cardinality of any maximal 
element of D~(A), and thus the supremum is attained. Suppose that ~ is a 
maximal element of D~(A) with < Since every element of ~ is finite 
IU ~l  = [~[ if z~ is infinite, or is finite otherwise. Then there is ~ • D~(A) such 
that > lU Thus, since B n B' = A for all B, B' • ~, the subsystem 
~'  = {B • ~:  B n U ~ = A} is not empty. Hence ,~/U ~ '  • D~(A) contrary to the 
maximality of ~.  Therefore [~,I = d~(A). 
Now if o~ is an infinite cardinal we set 
~(~)= {A c_~ V: d~(A)>~ }, 
and for each non negative integer n we define a relation R~ on V by: (x, y) eR~ 
iff there is a sequence (Ai)o~i~n of elements of (fg U ~))nan such that x e Ao, 
y •A,,  and AinAi+l:/:O for O<-i<n. 
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Finally R~ = U,~.o R$ is an equivalence relation on V. It is clearly symmetric 
and transitive, and the reflexivity is a consequence of the following lemma and of 
the fact that every vertex belongs to an element of ~. 
Lemma 4.2. ~g O ~g(o,) is a subspace of Po,(V). Therefore every block of ~g is the 
sum of pairwise disjoint elements of (~f U ~f(°0)min. 
Proof. Let A, B • ~ U ~(o,). We have three cases. 
Case l. A, B • ~g. ThenA+Be ~. 
Case 2. A • ~ and B • ~(~') - ~. Let ~ • D~(B) be of cardinality greater than or 
equal to a~. Then, since A is finite and ~ is infinite, the subsystem ~'= 
{E ~ ~:  E O (A -  B )= ~} is also of cardinality greater than or equal to tr, and 
thus {E + A : E • $ '}  • D~(A + B). Hence A + B • ~(~). 
Case 3. A, B • ~(" ) -  ~. Let {Ae: ~ < t~} • D~(A) and {Be: ~ < ~} • D~(B) be 
such that Ae 6: A n and B e 6: Bn if ~ 6: r/. We will define by induction two injective 
functions f, g: a~---> a~. Let fl be an ordinal less than re, and let Fo = B. Suppose 
that f (~)  and g(~) are defined for all ~ <f l  whenever fl >0,  and let F a = 
Ue<t~ (A¢¢e)U B~(e)). Since all blocks of ~ are finite, I 1--I/ 1 < ~ if fl is infinite 
or is finite otherwise. Thus there are ~/and ~ with fl ~< 7/< a~ and fl ~< ¢ < a~ such 
that A,  n (F~-  A)=~ and (A, U F~)O Be = B. We set f(f l)  = ~/ and g( f l )=  ~. 
Then {Ar(e) + B~(e): ~ < t~} is clearly an element of D~(A + B) of cardinality a~. 
Hence A + B • ~(°'). I--I 
Lemma 4.3. I f  ol is uncountable and regular then every class of R~ is of cardinality 
less than or. 
Proof. Let x • V, and let R,{x} = Up~oR~{x} be the class of x modulo R,,. We 
first prove that IR°{x}l < ~. 
(a) For all n i> 0 we set 
~n = {A •(~fU ~(°~))min: X •A  and IA[-n + 1} 
and we prove that I~.I < ~r. 
This is clear if n = 0 (and if ~o:/ :~ then .~, = ~ for all n > 0). Suppose 
I~.[ I> a~. Then, since a~ > to, there are B ~-.+1 V with x • B, and ~ ~_ ~,, with 
= ~ and A1AA2 = B for every pair of different elements A1, A2 of ~ .  Let 
= {A e- ~ < a~}, and for each ~ < a~ let ~g~ be {A e } if A e • ~f, and any element 
of D~(Ae) n (~) if A e • ~(~) - ~. Then we can define very easily by induction a 
strictly increasing function f :  a~--> a~, and a family (E~)e<,, with E e • ~)  such that 
E e n E n = B for ~ < 7/< a~. Thus B • ~ft,o, and this contradicts the minimality of 
A~ for all ~ < c~. Hence [~.l  < a~. 
Consequently IR°{x}l ~< ~o~, I =l < since cf(a 0 = a~ > to. 
(b) Now we prove by induction that [R~{x}l < tr. By (a) this is true for p = 0. 
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Suppose that this is true for some p >t 0. Then R{+~{x} = Uy~s~t~) R°(Y} • By the 
induction hypothesis and by (a) IR°{y}l<  for all y. Thus 
IR$+l{x}l < ~ since tr is regular. 
(c) Consequently IR,,{x}l < a~ since cf(t~) > to. [] 
(4.4) We will say that a subset A of V is closed under R,, if A = Ux~A R~{x}. On 
the other hand we set 
P (* ,  a0= {A _ V: ,(~÷)nP(A)c_(,IA)(~)}. 
Lemma 4.5. Let A • P( ~, oO be closed under R ~+. Then A = U ( ~ I A ), and ~ • ~= 
implies ~ I A • ~. 
Proof. (a) Let x •A .  Since A is closed under R,~+, there is B • (~ U ~(a~+))min 
with x • B c A. Thus if B ~ ~, since A • P(~,  a 0, there is E • ~g IA such that 
B _E .  Hence x • U IA). 
(b) Assume ~ • IF, and let F~_o, A. We proceed by induction on IF[ to prove 
that F is included in a block of ~ I A. This is trivial if F = 0. Suppose that this is 
true for every subset of A of cardinal less than or equal to some non negative 
integer n, and assume IFI - n + 1. Let x • F. By the induction hypothesis there is 
Ex • ~ I A such that F - {x} c_ E,,. The proof if finished if x • Ex. Otherwise by 
condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1, there is E • ~n such that x • E and E A E,, = 0. If 
E c_ A, then F c_ E~ + E. Assume E ~ A. Since A is closed under R~,+ we have 
E ¢ (~ U ~'~+))min- Thus by Lemma 4.2, since E is minimal, there is B = E such 
that x • B • ~(~'+))~. But still by the closure of A under R~,+ we have B c A, and 
thus d~la(B ) I> o~ since A • P(~, a 0. Therefore, since E~ is finite and ,  is infinite, 
there is a block C belonging to some subsystem ca • D~A(B) such that C n Ex = 0. 
Consequently F c_ E~ + B c_ E~ + C _c A. [] 
Lemma 4.6. For i = 1, 2 let Ai c_,+ V. Then there is B c_ V which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) IBI 
(ii) A~ ~_ B and B is closed under R~+; 
(ia) B - a2  • . ) .  
Proof. We define by induction a sequence (Bn)o~. of subsets of V such that 
Bo =A~ and for all n >10: 
(a) IB.+ll <- 
(b) U#e~. R~+{x} ~ Bn+x; 
(c) ~('+) n P(B,, - A2) ~_ (~1B.+I  - A2) ('). 
Suppose Bn defined. It ff satisfies (ii) and (iii) then B.+I = B~. Otherwise for all 
C ~_~, Bn - A2  such that d.(C) > aG since IA21 -< #, there is ~c • D~I(V-A2)(C) of 
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cardinality t~. Then B,+I =l,_J~a. R~+{x} ol..J {[,.J ~gc: C ___,o B, -A  2 
d,(C)>o¢}. Clearly Bn+x satisfies (b) and (c). Moreover [B,+~l~<tr 
lB.] ~< a~, and since [R~+{x}] <~ a~ by Lemma 4.3. 
Consequently B = I._J.~o B. satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). [] 
with 
since 
Lemma 4.7. I f  ~g e IF_ then ~g has a perfect matching. 
Proof. This is clear if ~ is finite. Suppose 1~[ = a~ ~> o9. We proceed by induction 
on of. 
(a) ac = to: By (i) of Theorem 2.1 there is a sequence (E,,)o,~,, of elements of ~f 
such that En ~_En+I for all n >10, and [_J,~.oE, = V. Then {E': 0~<n} where 
E~ = Eo and E" = En-1 + E, if n > 0 is a perfect matching of ~. 
Suppose now a¢ > to and let {xe: ~ < a~} be an enumeration of V. The cases of 
successor and of limit cardinals must be dealth with separately. 
(b) a¢ = f l+> o9. Assume that the result is true for every subspace of ~g of 
cardinality less than a~. By repeated application of Lemma 4.6 we can define by 
induction a sequence (Be)e<~ of subsets of V which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(b l )  ~ < TI =)> Be '-'_ Bn ; 
(b2) x e e Be; 
(b3) IBel H; 
(b4) B e is closed under R~; 
(b5) Bo e P(~, t )  and B e - [-Jn<e Bn e P(~g, t )  for ~ > 0. 
Now let Ao = Bo and A t = B e - I,_Jn< e B n for 0 < ~ < ~. Then the last four 
conditions yield respectively: IAel #, At is dosed under R,,, and A t e P(~, fl). 
Hence by Lemma 4.5, A t =l,_J(~ ]At) and ~f [Ace  H=. Therefore, by the 
induction hypothesis, the set system • [Ae has a perfect matching M e. 
Consequently I..Je<¢ M e is a perfect matching of ~. 
(c) a~ = oga, where fl is a limit ordinal. By repeated application of Lemma 4.6 
we can define by induction a sequence (Be)e< a of subsets of V which satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(cl) 
(c2) x c ~ B e for all ¢ < oge+1; 
(c3) IBel oge+1; 
(c4) B e is closed under R.~÷2; 
(c5) B e e P(ff, oge+*). 
Now let Ao = Bo, and for 0 < ~ < t ,  C e = I..Jn< e B n and A t = B e - C e. By (c2) 
and (c3) we have IAel- IBel- (De+l and ICel-" oge- 
We will define, for each ~ < t ,  a particular partition ~e of Ae in such a way 
that ~ = I...Je<t~ e will be easily converted into a perfect matching of ~. 
Let ~ < ft. By Lemma 4.5 ~ I Be ¢ IF, and so ~,.~. ]B e has a perfect matching 
' - {M ~ d~e: Mr3 = {M~d¢ e. MfqAe~f J} .  M e. Let d~ e - C e ~: ~}, d~] " 
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For brevity we write 1,=toe+l. If (~]Be)(~'):~, since I( lne)u)l 
Ie.(Be)l- , there is a sequence (S~)e<r which repeats each element of 
(~ ] Be) (~0 y times, i.e., {S~: e< y} = (~g ]Be) (~0 and [{e< = S}l  = y fo r  each 
S e (~ I Be) (~'). We define by induction two sequences of sets (E~)e<~, and (N~),<~, 
so that S~ c_ E~ • ~', E~ n N~ = E~ - S~ _c At, N~ is a union of a finite number of 
elements of dg e I Ae, and N~ n N~, = ~ for e < e' < y. 
Let e < y and suppose that N~ has already been defined for 6 < e. Put 
N ,={N~:6<e},  )¢"~={Med, te:M,--N ~ for some 6<e},  and ~={Me 
d~ e" M ns~ ~1~}. Since S~ • (~ ] Be) (~') and IU (2¢'~ u ~ u dg~)l < ~/, there is E~ • 
~1 ((Be - U (./¢', u 2~ u d~) U S]) such that S] c El. Thus E] - S] ~_ A t. Also, if 
M • d~ e is such that M n (El - S~) 4: 0, then M t7 S] = ¢ and M N U 2¢'~ = ~. Put 
N]=U{M e d~e: M n (E l -  S]):/:O}. This defines E] and N] for e< ), with the 
stated properties. 
Put ~°~={E~-S~:e<l,), ~={N~-E~:e<) ,} ,  ~={Mnme:MedZ'~},  
~= d~e ] (Ae -U {N[: e < y}). Thus ~e = ~O ~O ~O ~ is a partition of 
A t into blocks or sub-blocks of ~g, and ~ = (,-Je<t3 ~e is such a partition of V. We 
want to show that those elements of ~ which are proper sub-blocks of elements 
of ~ may be suitably paired to give actual blocks of ~. 
Note that, for ~ < fl and e < y = tot+l, E~-  S~ and N~-  E~ are elements of 
(~g ]Be) (~'~, and consequently these appear in the sequence (S~)~<~, l' times. Note 
also that ,  i f  = then  U - = • and (e$-  
(N~ - E~)= N~ + E~ • ~. 
Next, if r /< ~ and D • ~,  then there is a unique M- -M(D)  • dtn such that 
M NA n = D. Let S (D)=M-  D. Since S(D) is finite there is a least ordinal 
= ~(D)< 77 such that S(D)~_ B e. Since M • ~mi~ and B e is closed under Rr÷, 
where ~ = toe+~, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that S(D) is a union of pairwise 
disjoint elements of (~)(¢))min and hence S(D)• ~¢). Since B e • P(~, ~), it 
follows that S(D) • (~ I Be) (r) and so appears ~ times in the sequence (S~)~<r. 
Put ~b={D•Un>e~n:~(D)=~} (~</~). Thus ~f ' l~=~ if ~ /  and 
I f  s ( ln0) <', where Y=toe+l, put ~e(S)={D •
~'~: S(D) = S}. Then U {~e(S): S • (~g ]Be) t '} is a partition of ~[. If D1,/92 • 
~e(S) and D1 #:/92, then D~ U 192 = M(D 0 + M(Dz) • ~g. Therefore, if ~e(S) is 
infinite, the elements may be combined in pairs to form blocks of ~. Let 
~=U{~e(S) :S•(~gIBe)  <~') and ~e(S) finite}. Note that, if De~ and 
S(D) = S~, then D U (E [ -  S~ = M(D) + E[ • ~g. 
Now consider the bipartite graph Ge=({~,  ~U~},  owe) in which E~-  
S~ • ~ is joined to N~ - E~ • ~ if E [ -  S~ = S~ and is also joined to D • ~ if 
S(D) = S[. Now each of the ), vertices of the bipartite graph G e has degree ~, and 
so Ge has a perfect matching. But if {X, Y} is an edge of Ge, then X n Y e ~g. It 
follows that the elements of ~ U ~U ~ may be combined in pairs to form 
blocks of ~, and therefore the same is true for the elements of ~ U ~ U ~[. 
Hence there is a perfect matching of ~ U ~ U ~[  U [9~. It follows that ~ has a 
perfect matching. And this completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. [] 
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